6/2/2015
Subject: Shipments of EASYCAL Calibration Station and New FC20BT Instruments
Dear Idaho Law Enforcement Professional,
This letter is to update you on the status of the EASYCAL Calibration Station and FC20BT introduction in
Idaho. We also want to update you regarding orders already placed with Lifeloc Technologies Inc.
Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) and Lifeloc have been working diligently to make sure that all
aspects of this product introduction are completely validated with all the data and documentation
needed to provide support to you in your enforcement efforts. While this has taken longer than
originally planned, validation and quality control are essential and cannot be abbreviated to provide
expediency.
Today we announce the release of the new FC20BT units to Idaho law enforcement for use with wet
bath calibrations and performance verifications. Lifeloc will immediately start shipments of those units
to ISPFS for calibration and deployment to Idaho law enforcement agencies.
We anticipate the EASYCAL release will take place in October 2015. The timing of this release will
provide ISPFS the opportunity to gather more observations and data to include in their support
documentation. ISPFS has several EASYCAL units being used for final testing and data collection. Lifeloc
will ship EASYCAL orders only after ISPFS has approved the unit and software version.
The legacy FC20 units require a firmware upgrade to work with the EASYCAL Station. That firmware
release will coincide with the FC20BT release in June. At that point, all units sent in for service to Lifeloc
will be automatically updated with the new firmware as will units sent to the ISPFS. The units will still
work with wet bath performance verifications after the firmware upgrade. After the firmware upgrade,
the legacy FC20 units will be ready to have dry gas performance verifications on EASYCAL (as soon as
that is approved by ISPFS). Legacy instruments not needing service at Lifeloc will be upgraded as they
come in for calibration at ISPFS or on a schedule established by ISPFS. ISPFS will first be upgrading the
instruments for agencies with EASYCAL instruments on order.
We appreciate your patience and understanding in this process. ISPFS and Lifeloc are both strongly
committed to releasing the highest quality instruments customized for the Idaho program, and will
ensure that both products are ready with support for Idaho’s particular needs before release.
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